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Synopsis

This is an outdated edition. Please see the new edition at .com/dp/1523848413/ There is a newer edition of this item. www.swearybook.com Receive four free sweary coloring pages! The updated edition is available on See it here: www..com/dp/1523848413/ Featuring some of the most inappropriate swear words imaginable, these beautiful designs are a joy to color. Each phrase is adorned with annoying baby animals, making the words even more adorable as you color in the details of "Cuddle Whore" with your Prismacolors, or get kinky and adventurous with "Glitter Slut". â¢ Original Sweary Designs â¢ Single-Sided Pages â¢ Beautifully Designed Borders â¢ Sized to frame at 8.5 x 8.5" â¢ Printed on white paper â¢ Includes digital printable edition inside With many adorable swear words to choose from, there's something for every occasion. Comes with 10 bonus sweary coloring pages, as well as a digital edition of the book, so you can print extra copies for your friends, your cats, and your boss. This is the third book in the Sweary Colouring Books series, and is perfect for adults who want to amuse themselves with relaxing sweary designs that soothe the soul. Inside, you'll find everything from your typical pet names to craftier, choicer picks. Each word is adorned with a beautiful border, and little animals prancing and taunting you from within the pages. What's Inside â¢ Cuddle Whore â¢ Sugar Tits â¢ Sex Kitten â¢ Titty Twister â¢ Sugar Nuts â¢ Stud Muffin â¢ Pretty Pussy â¢ Clit Licker â¢ Carpet Muncher â¢ Glitter Slut Simply sit back, relax, and choose the swear word that connects with you. Then color in the phrase with your choice of color pencil, pen, marker, and/or crayon. The book includes a downloadable PDF that gives you access to all of the book's designs, so you can print out extra copies and share them with your friends. The book also includes a bonus downloadable PDF with 10 extra-filthy swear words, available for free. Copies sell out quickly, so don't forget to grab your copy today! This is an adult coloring book. We recommend you keep it away from children who can read. The younger ones will only see cute animals. Now, isn't that convenient?
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I'd give it zero stars if I could. There are no swears in this book whatsoever. They are just dirty insults. I didn't want dirty insults - I wanted swears. Also, every design is identical. What a waste. It was supposed to be a gift, but it's useless. I'm returning it.

This is the second book I purchased from the Sweary Book line, and I have to say, I am more than pleased with these books. This author definitely knows how to make adult coloring fun, and it the words in this book will make you laugh. However, since it is called the Sweary Book, this book is not for kids, it is purely adult only fun!! I can't wait for more these books to come out!! A nice little bonus, you will be able to print out new pages weekly, when you subscribe to his mailing list, as well as, liking his FB page. You don't have to subscribe, but it is fun and exciting to get new sexy, funny, sweary pages to color each week. Love this book and author!!

This is supposed to be a "sweary" coloring book. Basically it's just dirty words but no real swearing. Not at all what I thought I was ordering based on the title. Very disappointed. If you want a coloring book with about 10 blank/wasted pages, and you love the word slut then this is the coloring book for you. I was looking for actual swear words.

I found this book to be very sexist in its "swearing." A lot of derogatory terms for female genitalia were used, but your classic swear words. When I looked at this on line, the "classic" swear words were shown. Not one of them were included in this book. Very disappointed. Wanted to give it to a
girlfriend who broke her arm, then broke her hip. In the back, I was told that I could also get 10 free downloads, so I went there hoping that those words were more to my liking. Website crashed and have never been able to get the downloads after three attempts. I would not recommend this product.

Very disappointed! Childlike artwork and ridiculous phrases like "cuddle whore" "sugar nuts" "sex kitten" "stud muffin" to name a few, No actual swear words. Also 10 of the pages are just advertising for the author and ALL pages have the sweary book website boldly framed in the border of each image. I would return it but that will cost me $4.98 DO NOT WASTE YOUR $ ON THIS BOOK. I'm going to use the pages of this one as fire starter in the wood stove.

Good quality paper. Designs on one side so using felt pens gel pens no worries about accidentally coloring through. Good selection of swears ;) fun for stress relief

i am very disappointed in the book. The pages are very sparcely decorated and all with the very same theme. the drawings are very small and not very creative. I also found 6 or 7 empty pages, if i had wanted blank paper i would have ordered a sketch pad. Do not waste your money.

Let your secret naughty self make swearing pretty. Not for kids, but for those moments you want to say "Oh f@#k il, t and look around to see if you were caught. Kittens, puppies and all things cute. This is naughty but so very fun.
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